Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The purpose of this paper is to present a formula with which to determine (estimate) the *h*-index, *h*, under incomplete information conditions (IIC). By IIC we mean the situation in which, for different kinds of reasons, we do *not* know the whole set of citation data, the entire citation profile that would allow us to obtain the actual exact value of the *h*-index. This is the case, for example, when only few "basic" citation statistics (other than the *h*-index) are published, or known to us.
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In this paper we focus on these indicators in their simplest versions, that is: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_{1}$$\end{document}$. The purpose of the analysis is twofold: to estimate the *h*-index (when it cannot be determined directly from the data) and hence at the same time to identify the main factors which influence the level of the *h*-index. A crucial question is therefore the extent to which the *h*-index can be satisfactorily predicted from knowledge of only the above basic statistics---i.e. under IIC.
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A new formula for the *h*-index under the Weibull assumption {#Sec2}
============================================================
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Analysis {#Sec3}
========

Two datasets {#Sec4}
------------

This section empirically investigates the effectiveness of formula $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec7}
==========

This paper has addressed the need to gain better understanding of how simple citation metrics are related to the *h*-index, or rather, to a "good" proxy representation of the h index. This also responds to the more basic requirement of "building bridges" between different types of known and available measures of impact/impact indicators---under IIC.

Differently from other studies (that consider the problem of defining a "model" of the *h*-index), our concern has not been to estimate the parameters (sometimes even considered at the unit level, i.e. single journal, or single scientist; see e.g. Petersen et al. [@CR12]) of a parametric model for the *h*-index under the assumption of knowing the entire citation pattern; rather, we addressed the quite different and more practical problem of finding a proxy representation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix {#Sec8}
========

Conditions for existence and uniqueness of a solution of Eq. ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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